Abstract: This Paper introduces the necessity of the public safety incident emergency symbol research, and promotes the principles and regulations of the design of the public safety incident emergency symbol. By comparison and references, the paper summarizes public safety incident emergency symbols, divide the public safety incidents into five classes: emergency incident, emergency establishment, emergency personnel, emergency equipment and emergency action, and moreover builds a new, normal and unitize public safety incident emergency symbol system.
Design and Research on Public Safety Incident Emergency Symbol System 1 Introduction
With the development of the international surroundings, public safety incidents have happened frequently.To cope with these incidents rapidly, initiative, availably,incident emergency information system must be made for unifying command, action and linkage, whereas the map symbols and public safety incident emergency symbol have become the key to the system. Public safety incident symbols not only reflect the situation of the public safety incidents, but become the base in some aspects that include the language each other, understanding and illustrating the meaning about incidents, personnel, equipment, action, and commanders send orders accurately.It helps commanders to understand the mass information and then cooperate with the executants. However, for the moment the public safety incident symbols have not possessed the unitize rules and standards, which affects the building and the development of the public safety incident emergency action information system. So it is a significant contribution on building unitize, normative, standard public safety incident emergency symbol.
Build System of Emergency Symbol
The emergency symbol system table is the key to the emergency symbol system.
Content of the emergency symbol system
This paper concluded that content of the emergency symbol system, classes and classifications from some references, which included National Emergency Response Information Resource Classification and Coding System of Norms [1] , Meteorological Disaster Warning Signal Distribution and Communication Methods [2] , City Police Geographic Information Symbols GA/T 492-2004 [3] , City Public Safety Geographic Information Graphic Label [4] , Public information Graphical Symbols for Use In The Map, General Symbols [6] , U.S. Federal Geographic Data Committee Working Group on Homeland Security Emergency Preparedness symbol Library, Information Classification And Coding of The Basic Principles And Methods GB/T 7027-2002 [7] , Generic Term Classification And Coding GB/T 10113-2003 [5] and etc. While the authors ensured the content of emergency symbol system via reiteratively investigating and research. On the symbol expression, this paper made the symbol into five classes through some research: emergency incident, emergency establishment, emergency personnel, emergency equipment, and emergency action. According to the classes and the quality, each class was divided into four detail levels in total, as shown in the table 1.
Classes and classification of the emergency symbol system
According to the map symbol design principle and the feature of the public safety emergency incident symbol, which was divided into some classes and classification, the class standard was shape and classification was color. In detail, the first class was the square used for the emergency incident. The second class was the triangle used for emergency establishment. The third was the circle used for emergency personnel. The fourth was the rhombus used for the emergency equipment. The last was the line with arrow cap used for emergency action. Its subclasses were distinguished by characters or similar shape patterns. The classification included four levels: blue, yellow, orange, red, which denote the emergency incident levels. If the level was none, the non-color was used.
Code Methods Of The Emergency Symbols
Form the above classes and classification character, the symbol codes were designed by six bits. The first bit was the top level of the symbol classes :1 was emergency incident,2 was emergency establishment,3 was emergency personnel,4 was emergency equipment,5 was emergency action, which is from 1 to 5.The next four bits represented the subtypes. If the numbers were not enough to express, the character from A to Z was used for extensibility. The second bit was the first level type. The third bit was the second level classes by using numbers(using A to Z for extensibility).The fourth and the fifth were the symbol detail type by using numbers(using A to Z for extensibility).The last bit was the classification by using 1 to 4.Base on the rules, It was easy to code science, simple, reason. For example, severe typhoon incident, the code was 1(emergency incident) 1(nature calamity) B(meteorology calamity)01(typhoon incident calamity)2(classification 2). 
Recapitulation
There are lots of public safety incidents. If each symbol is designed a single graphic shape, there will be lots of symbols. But that is not scientific, inconvenient to contradistinguish and remember. So the same type symbols should be designed similarly such as the different level nature calamity symbol could use the same shape and different color for different level.
Currency
Symbols are the abstract of the nature things that have come into being for long time. So the users' cognize habits should sufficient be considered in the symbol design, so the designers combine the well known symbols and the emergency symbols to make the new symbol possess the new meaning but unspecialized. For example, special severe typhoon incident was made by the pattern of the typhoon and the square on public safety incident. The flood specialized unit was made by the Chinese character hong and the circle represented emergency personnel.
Expansibility
Public safety incident emergency symbol system is the result of the public safety incidents, but public safety incidents are changing with the development of the society. So the classes of the symbols should be developed. In the designed symbol system, the extend codes are considered.
Rules of the Symbol Composition
According to the public safety incident emergency symbol design principles, the authors advanced the rules of the symbol composition. Public safety incident emergency symbols were divided into point symbol, line symbol, area symbol.
Rules of the point symbol composition
This kind of symbol was shown through position point, which was based on the elementary graphic shape. Different shaped represent the different classes. For example, square symbolized the emergency incident, triangle symbolized the emergency establishment, circle symbolized the emergency personnel, and rhombus symbolized the emergency equipment. Basic colors were the classification base, which included red, orange, yellow and blue. The position point was the center of the shape. 
Rules of the line symbol composition
These kinds of symbols were assembled by the basic shape. The basic graphic shape cell included parallel line, solid line, dashed line, Chinese character, basic point symbol, basic line symbol and etc. For example, communication establishment symbol was made by the line and the shape alike, and city constructing railway establishment symbol was made by the dashed line and Chinese character. The direction of the symbol stands for the direction or the processing path of the emergency incident such as the action of the police, fire protection, cruel team in the emergency action, which includes the basic shape and arrow cap. The line symbol geometry center was accordant with the emergency action position direction. 
Rules of the area symbol composition
The contour line of the area was the range of the emergency objects and emergency incidents. In the range, filling with color and bitmap were the common ways to class and classification. The shape of the bitmap distinguished the area symbol type, which might be made by the software Photoshop or Illustrator. The color of the area symbol distinguished the level. 
Conclusion
This paper discusses the public safety incident emergency symbol system, the design principles and the composition rules about public safety incident emergency symbol. Public safety incident emergency symbol is the language of the emergency plotting of the public safety incident. So normal and unitize symbol system will bring into play the significant role in the future for the commander and the decision making service.
